
* Single-particle tracking (SPT):

A technique for studying movement of membrane proteins that consists of two steps:

(1) Linking the protein molecules to visible substances such as colloidal gold particles, and

(2) Monitoring the movements of the individual tagged particles under the microscope.

+ Scramblase:

In eukaryotic cells, new phospholipids are manufactured by enzymes bound to the cytosolic surface of the

endoplasmic reticulum. Using free fatty acids as substrates, the enzymes deposit the newly made

phospholipids exclusively in the cytosoiic half of the biiayer. The transfer of lipids from one monolayer to

the other rarely occur spontaneously. lnstead, they are catalyzed by enzymes called scrambloses, which

remove randomly selected phospholipids from one half of the iipid bilayer and insert them in the other.

As a result of this scrambling, newly made phospholipids are redistributed equally between each

monolayer of the ER membrane.

* Flippase:

The Golgi membrane contains another family of phospholipid-handllng enzyme, called ftippases. These

enzymes remove specific phospholipids from the side of the bilayer facing the exterior space and flip them

into the monoiayer that faces the cytosol. The action of these flippases-and similar enzymes in the

plasma membrane-initiates and maintains the asymmetric arrangement of phospholipids that is

characteristic of the memhranes of animal cells.

* Cadherins:

The cell junctions that hoid an epitheiium together by forming mechanical attachments are of three main

types. Adherens junctions and desmosomes bind one epithelial cell to another, while hemidesmosomes

bind epithelial ceils to the basal lamina. Ail of these junctions provide mechanical strength by the same

strategy: the proteins that form the cell adhesion span the plasma membrane and are linked inside the

ceil to cytoskeietai filaments. ln this way, the cytoskeietai iilaments are tied into a network that extends

from cell to cell across the whole expanse of the epithelial sheet. Adherens junctions and desmosorrles

ar"e both built around transmembrane proteins that belong to the cadherin family: a cadherin moiecuie i*

the plasma membrane of one cell binds directly to an identical cadherin molecule in the plasma

nrembrane of its neighbor Such binding of like-to-like is cailed homophilic binding. ln the case cf

cadherins, binding also requires that Ca2+ be present in the extracellular medium-hence the name.

ldentical cadherin molecules in the plasma membranes of adjacent cells bind to each other

extracellularly; inside the cell, they are attached, via iinker proteins, to cytoskeietal fiiaments-either actin
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filaments or keratin intermediate filaments. As cells touch one another, their cadherins become

concentrated at the point of attachment.
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The resr:lts of experiments with L ceils. a line of cultured mouse fibroblasts grown in the

iaboratory, dernonstrated that E-cadherin preferentially mediate homophilic lnteractions. l- cells express

no cadherins and adhere poorly to themselves or to otlrer types of cultured cells" When gene encoding

either E-cadherln was introduced into L ceils with the use of transfection technique, the resulting

engineereci L cells expressed the encoded cadherin. These cadherin-expressing L cells were found to

adhere preferentially to celis expressing the same type of cadherin molecules; that is, they mediate

hornophilic interactions. The L cells expressing E-cadherin also exhlbited the poiarizeci distribution of a

memL,rane protein sirnilar to that in epitheiial cells, and they formed epithelial-like aggregates with one

another and with epithelial cells isolated from iungs.

Tight junctions:

Epithelial cell junctions can be classified according to their function. Some provide a tight seal to

prevent the leakage of molecules across the epithelium through the gaps between its cells. The sealing

function is served (in vertebratesi by tight junctions. These junctions seal neighboring cells together so

that water-soluble molecules cannot easiiy leak between them. lf a tracer molecule is adcied to one side

of an epithelial cell sheet, it will usually not pass beyond the tight junction. The tight junction is forrr'red

from proteins called claudins and occludins, which are arranged in strands along the iines of the iunction

to create the seal. Without tight junctions to prevent leakage, the pumping activities of absorptive cells

such as those in the gut would be futile, and the composition of the extracellular fluid would become the

same on hoth sides of the epithelium. Tight junctions also play a key part in maintaining the polarity of

the individual epitheiial cells in two ways. First, the tight junctions around the apical region of each ceil

prevents diffusion of proteins within the plasma membrane and so keeps the apical domain of the plasma
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membrane different from the basal (or basolateral) domain. Second, in many epithelia, the tight junctions

are sites of assembly for the complexes of intracellular proteins that govern the apico-basal polarity oi

the ceil interior.
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* Tubulin:

IVlicrotubules are built from subunits-molecules of tubulin-each of which ls itself a dimer composed

of two very simiiar globuiar proteins calied q-tubulin and p-tubulin, bound tightly together by noncovalent

interactions. The tubuiin dimers stack together, again by noncovalent bonding, to form the wail of the

hollow cylindrical microtubule. This tubelike structure is made of 13 parallel protofiiaments, each a linear

chain of tubulin dimers with a- and $-tubuiin aiternatlng along its length. Each protofiiament has a

structural poiarity, with a-tubulin exposed at one end and 9-tubulin at the other, and this polarity-the

directional arrow embodied in the structure-is the same for all the protofilaments, giving a structural

polarity to the microtubule as a whole. One end of the microtubule, thought to be the p-tubulin end,

is calied its p/us end, and tne other, the a-tuoulin end, tts minus end
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Inside cells, microtubules grow from specialized organizing centers (Microtubule organizing

centers, MTOC) that control the location, number, and orientation of the microtubules. ln animal cells,

for example, the centrosome-which is typically close to the cell nucleus when the cell is not in mitosis-

organizes an array of microtubules that radiates outward through the cytoplasm. The centrosome consists

of a pair of centrioles, surrounded by a matrix of proteins. The centrosome matrix includes hundreds of

ring shaped structures formed from a special type of tubulin, called y-rubulin, and each y-tubulin ring

complexserves as the starting point, or nucleatioh site,for the growth of one microtubule. The aB-tubulin

dimers add to each y-tubulin ring complex in a specific orientation, with the result that the minus end of

each microtubule is embedded in the centrosome, and growth occurs only at the plus end that extends

into the cytoplasm.

Once a microtubule has been nucleated, it typically grows outward from the organizing center for

many minutes by the addition of ap-tubulin dimers to its plus end. Then, without warning, the microtubule

can suddenly undergo a transition that causes it to shrink rapidly inward by losing tubulin dimers from its

free plus end. lt may shrink partially and then, no less suddenly, star-r growing again, or it may disappear

completeiy, to be replaced by a new microtubule that grows from the same y-tubulin ring complex. This

remarkable behavior-switching back and forth between polymerization and depolymerization-is

known as dynamic instability. lt is driven by GTP hydrolysis. lt allows microtubules to undergo rapid

remodeling, and is cruciai fortheirfunction. ln a normal cell, the centrosome {or other organizing center)

is continually shooting out new microtubules in different directions in an exploratory fashion, many of

which then retract. A microtubule growing out from the centrosome can, however, be prevented from

disassembling if its plus end is stabilized by attachment to another molecule or cell structure so as to

prevent its depolymerization. lf stabilized by attachment to a structure in a more distant region of the cell,

the microtubule will establish a reiativeiy stable link between that structure and the centrosome.
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i. Drugs modifying Microtubule Dynamics:

)'-'s :hat prevent the polymerization or depolymerization of tubulin dimers can have a rapid and
: -:': -'; ef{ect on the organization of microtubules- and thereby on the behavior of the cell. Consider
'- : - ::: c s pindle, the microtubule-based apparatus that guides the chromosomes during mitosis. lf a
-' - - :osis is exposed to the drug colchicine, which binds tightly to free tubulin dimers and prevents
:-: - :: ''merization into microtubules, the mitotic spindle rapidly disappears, and the cell stalls in the
- :: 

' :' 
:.]itosis, unable to partition the chromosomes into two groups. This finding, and others like it,

l: -'.: - i::aies that the mitotic spindle is normally maintained by a continuous balanced addition and loss
--.-:- -subunits:whentubulinadditionisblockedbycolchicine,tubulinlosscontinuesuntil 

thespindle
::'::'ars ThedrugToxal hastheoppositeeffect. ltbindstightrytomicrotubulesandpreventsthem
--l-. :' ig subunits' Because new subunits can still be added, the microtubules can grow but cannot
' 
- ' - ' -r 3'""ever' despite this difference in their mechanism of action, Taxol has the same overall effect as
:: :- : -'-airesting dividing cells in mitosis. These experiments show that for the mitotic spindle to
'- - -. l - * cr-otubules must be able to assemble and disassemble. The inactivation or destruction of the
- : ': : ': -d e eventually kills dividing cells. Because cancer cells divide in a less controlled way than do'-----' :: s of the body, they can sometimes be killed preferentially by microtubule-stabilizing or-- -"'.-:- e-destabilizing ontimitotic drugs. These drugs include colchicine, Taxol, vincristine, and

- : :': -e-a, of which are used in the treatment of human cancer.
.:. Kinesin & Dynein:

' - ' "g cell is observed in a light microscope, its cytoplasm is seen to be in continual motion.
" :- '-:^J'la and the smaller membrane enclosed organelles and vesicles travel in small, jerky steps-
- ' " -:':'a short period, stopping, and then moving again. This sartatarymovement can occur along
= 

-' 
'' 

-' :-otubules or actin filaments. ln both cases, the movements are driven by motor proteins, which
-'::-::-ergYderivedfrom repeatedcyclesof ATP hydrolysistotravel steadilyalongthemicrotubuleor

':' -''-entinasingledirection.Becausethemotorproteinsalsoattachtoothercell 
components,they

:: - : -' - 5oort this cargo along the filaments. There are dozens of different motor proteins; they differ in
- - : : ' ;: cf f lla ment they bind to, the direction in which they move along the filament, and the cargo they
-a'-,

--: -ctoi'proteinsthatmovealongcytoplasmicmicrotubules,suchasthoseintheaxonof 
anerve

- ' : : o i3 to two families: the kinesins generally move toward the plus end of a microtubule (outward
'':-. :-: ceii body; the dyneins move toward the minus end {toward the cell body). Both kinesins and
:'-: -: a'e generally dimers that have two globular ATP-binding heads and a single tail. The heads
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interact with microtubules in a stereospecific manner, so that the motor protein will attach to a

microtubuie in oniy one direction. The tail of a motor protein generally binds stably to some cell

component, such as a vesicle or an organelle, and thereby determines the type of cargo that the motor

protein can transport. The giobular heads of kinesin and dynein are enzymes with ATP-hydrolyzing

(ATPase) activity. This reaction provides the energy for driving a directed series of conformational changes

in the head that enable it to move along the microtubule by a cycle of binding, release, and rebinding to

the microtubule. For a discussion of the discovery and study of motor proteins.
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* Clathrin Coated vesicles:

Vesicles that bud from membranes usually have a distinctive protein coat on their cytosolic surface and

are therefore called coated vesicles. After budding from its parent organelle, the vesicle sheds its coat,

allowing its mernbrane to interact directly with the membrane to which it will fuse. Cells produce several

kinds of coated vesicles, each with a distinctive protein coat. The coat serves at least two functions: it

helps shape the membrane into a bud and captures molecules for onward transport.

The best-studied vesicles are those that have an outer coat made of the protein clathrin. These

clothrin-cooted vesicles bud from both the Golgi apparatus on the outward secretory pathway and from

the plasma membrane on the inward endocytic pathway. At the plasma membrane, for example, each

vesicle starts off as a clathrin-coated pif. Clathrin molecules assemble into a basketlike network on the

cytosolic surface of the membrane, and it is this assembly process that starts shaping the membrane into

a vesicle. A small GTP-binding protein called dyndmin assembles as a ring around the neck of each deeply

invaginated coated pit. Together with other proteins recruited to the neck of the vesicle, the dynamin

causes the ring to constrict, thereby pinching off the vesicle from its parent membrane. Other kinds of

transport vesicles, with different coat proteins, are also involved in vesicular transport. They form in a

similar way and carry their own characteristic sets of molecules between the endoplasmic reticulum, the

Golgi apparatus, and the plasma membrane.

The mechanism is best understood for clathrin-coated vesicles. Clathrin itself plays no part in

choosing specific molecules for transport. This is the function of a second class of coat proteins called

adaptins, which both secure the clathrin coat to the vesicle membrane and help select cargo molecules

for transport. Molecules for onward transport carry specific transport signols that are recognizedby cargo

receptors in the Golgi or plasma membrane. Adaptins help capture specific cargo molecules bytrapping

the cargo receptors that bind them. ln this way, a selected set of cargo molecules, bound to their specific

receptors, is incorporated into the lumen of each newly formed clathrin-coated vesicle. There are

different types of adaptins: the adaptins that bind cargo receptors in the plasma membrane, for example,

are not the same as those that bind cargo receptors in the Golgi apparatus, reflecting the differences in

the cargo molecules to be transported from each of these sources.

Another class of coated vesicles, called COP-cooted vesicles (COP being shorthand for "coat

protein"), is involved in transporting molecules between the ER and the Golgi apparatus and from one

part of the Golgi apparatus to another.

Once a transport vesicle has reached its target, it must recognize and dock with its specific

organelle. Only then can the vesicle membrane fuse with the target membrane and unload the vesicle's



care. --: ::--- :- . - :--::)sdependsonadiversefamilyof monomericGTPasescalledRabproteins.

Spe: ": f,'.: : : - . - -= .-'-face of each type of vesicle are recognized by corresponding tethering

pr:.:.-: -- --: - .:--.:eof thetargetmembrane.Eachorganelleandeachtypeof transport

ves:: -:'-: : -'--:,--:nationof Rabproteins,whichserveasmolecularmarkersforeach

me-:-:-: - -: -- - : -=.,:temof matchingRabandtetheringproteinshelpstoensurethattransport

VeS : :. - . .. '.' -' . --'ieCt membfane.
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+ SNARES:

Additional recognition is provided by a famlly of transmernbrane proteins called SNAREs. Once the

tethering protein has captured a vesicle by grabbing hold of its Rab protein, SNAREs on the vesicle (called

v-SNAREs) interact with complementary SNAR[s on the target rnembrane (called t-SNARts), firmly

docking the vesicie in place. The same SNAREs involved in docking also play a central role in catalyzing the

membrane fusion required for a transport vesicle to deliver its cargo. Fusion nct only delivers the soluble

contents of the vesicle into the interior of the target organelle, but it also adds the vesicle membrane to

the membrane of the organelle.
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